
LC: To understand the basics of rhyming poetry

Steps for Success:

• I can create basic rhyming words
• I can hear a pattern in poetry
• I can create a simple rhyming poem of my own



What is a ‘rhyme’?

With your LP can you think of as many words as 
possible that rhyme with:

‘cat’
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Let’s try another rhyming game.

Example: I am going to give you three rhyming words:

bright, night, kite

Can you think of a short, three-lined poem, using these 
words at the end of each line
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It was bright
On that beautiful night
But I couldn’t fly my kite.



Let’s try another rhyming game.

Have a go at these:

day, say, May

need, feed, speed

party, hearty, smarty 
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Remember: the words go at the end of the line.
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Can you think of an alternative 

ending to this well known-poem?

Incy Wincy Spider,

Climbed up the water spout,

Down came the rain,

And washed poor Incy out.

Out came the sunshine,

And dried up all the rain,

But Incy Wincy said,

"I’m not going up again"! 

What are the rhyming words?

Where are they in the poem?
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Can you think of an alternative 

ending to this well known-poem?
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.
All the king’s horses and all the 
king’s men
Had scrambled eggs for dinner again.

What are the rhyming words?

Where are they in the poem?
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There was an old woman who lived in a shoe,

She had so many children she didn’t know what to do.

She gave them some broth without any bread,

Then told them off sternly and sent them to bed.

Let’s try creating our own simple rhyming poem…

What are the rhyming words?

Where are they in the poem?
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There was an old woman who lived in a shoe,

She had so many children she didn’t know what to do.

She gave them some broth without any bread,

Then told them off sternly and sent them to bed.

Let’s try creating our own simple rhyming poem…

A CAVE!
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There was an old woman who lived in a cave,

She was so lazy, 

Let’s try creating our own simple rhyming poem…

she needed a slave!

Her cave was so               , so                   and damp,

The first thing the slave bought, was a               !LAMP
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Now it’s your turn!

Think of an alternative place The Old Lady could live?

You are to write a four-lined poem using the 

same structure as the original poem

Make sure the first two lines rhyme

Make sure the second two lines rhyme

Starting sentences:

There was an Old Lady who lived in a…

She was…

Her home was so…

She…



Evaluation

CatShoetreerain



“Poetry can and should be an important part of our 
daily lives. Poems can inspire and make us think about 
what it means to be a member of the human race. By 
just spending a few minutes reading a poem each day, 
new worlds can be revealed.”
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